
Tips for sketching a strong thesis for your 

research paper 

  

  

Are you one of those students who find themselves in hot water for not being able to write a strong thesis 

statement for their research paper? If your answer is yes, then essay writer needs to stop worrying and 

start taking notes because I am going to give you some amazing tips that will help you develop a strong 

thesis for your paper.  

Writing a research paper is not everyone’s cup of tea because it is time consuming and requires a lot of 

research and great technical writing skills. Most students wish they could skip this part of assessment but 

unfortunately, they have to write a research paper for their course and to be able to secure a good grade. If 

you are also worried about your essay writing then it's time to say goodbye to your worries because I will 

guide you step by step on how to develop a strong thesis statement.  

  

What is a Thesis Statement?  

  

A Thesis Statement is the most significant part of a research paper. It briefly summarizes the major 

points, arguments, research methodologies or solutions defined in a paper. It consists of one or two 

sentences. It is concise and unambiguous. It directly addresses the questions in a research paper.  

  

It is important for essay writing service to develop a strong, concise, and clear thesis statement to write a 

well-researched research paper. The thesis statement is said to be the backbone of the research paper. If a 

research paper contains unclear and vague thesis statements, it is considered a poorly written research 

paper.  

  

Tips For Developing a Strong Thesis Statement  

1. You should know the type of thesis statement you have to write for your paper  

There are several types of thesis statements depending on the topic and the perspective of the author. 

Mentioned below are the types most commonly used in research papers.  

• Expository Thesis Statement : An expository thesis statement describes the topic or the problem 

being discussed in the paper to the audiences.  
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• Analytical Thesis Statement : This type of thesis statement is used to interpret and analyze the 

various aspects of the topic. It includes the results and  methodology used.  

• Argumentative Thesis Statement : This type of thesis statement includes the position of the author 

on the topic. The author has to provide arguments along with evidence to persuade the audiences 

of his point of view.  

1. It is mandatory to understand the topic and conduct research related to it to be able to construct a 

well researched thesis statement.  

2. The thesis statement should be placed at the end of the introductory paragraph.  

3. The thesis Statement should not be too long or grammatically incorrect.  

4. It should neither be too short that it contains half information which is not enough for readers to 

be able to understand it.  

5. It should not be too complicated  

6. Start your thesis statement with a research question.  

7. It is important to support your thesis statement with reasoning and evidence.  

8. It is important to anticipate any counterargument and present your point of view in a concise and 

well-organized way.  

These tips will help you develop a strong thesis statement for your paper to secure a good grade. Your 

thesis statement defines the structure of your entire document, therefore, you have to be very specific and 

attentive while writing your thesis statement.  

If you are still scared that you might fail because you are not good at writing research papers, let me 

reveal a top secret! 

You must have heard of paper writing service available online for students to assist them with their 

academic assignments and research papers. You are just one click away from getting your research paper 

done by highly professional and experienced writers.  

All you have to do is make a request to “write my essay” and boom it gets done in a blink of an eye like 

magic. It really works like magic. I am sure you don’t want to miss a boat and go place an order for your 

assignment.  

Hey! Wait, I have a lot more to tell you yet! You just have to search for the most authentic essay writing 

websites and stay vigilant of the fraudulent websites. It is important to search the most appropriate and 

authentic website and then place an order. Placing an order is a piece of cake, you just have to open the 

website, enter your credentials to get registered and verify your details. Once you have signed up on the 

website you can enter the details of your assignments and you can also attach attachments and sample 

papers to ensure that the Essay Writer you hire from myperfectwords.com fulfills the requirements and 

provides you with a high quality and well researched paper with strong and well constructed thesis 

statements.  

They provide you with a facility to place revisions as many times as you want for free, if you are not 

satisfied with your work. Let’s not forget the fact that you will receive your assignment before your 

deadline so that you won’t have to worry about absolutely anything. You can utilize your free time 

preparing for your exams or in other activities. So, get up and place your first order now to available 

discounts and free offers.  
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